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Presentation Notes
Bios:David Cliff, Enterprise Account Executive, GranicusDavid Cliff is an Enterprise Account Executive for Granicus, serving Major Metro and County Offices in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. He has been serving government customers for over ten years by helping them navigate complicated multi department technology offerings. He aims to make a difference by helping government make clear decisions on which technology will allow them to best carry out the services they perform for society.�Jean Chavannes, Account Executive - Host Compliance, GranicusBased in South Florida, Jean Chavannes is a Local government revenue recovery expert for communities in the Southeastern portion of United States, leveraging the rapidly growing short-term market that has been transforming many communities. Florida has the most short-term rental units per capita in the US, and Jean has built great experience in identifying and quickly addressing the challenges caused by short-term rentals that many communities face in the state, resulting in (but not limited to) revenue recovery, reducing resident complaints, and maintaining neighborhood character.



experience a problem 
accessing online government 
services, leading to more in-
person visits and phone calls.

believe their operations 
should be more 

technologically advanced.
in North America since 2019.

Brookings Institute; Governing.com Bad Data Report; McKinsey Public Sector Journey Benchmark, 2019; SonicWall Cyber Threat Report

Demand for Digital Engagement is High, But There 
Are Challenges For Governments

OF RESIDENTS OF GOV WORKERS INCREASE IN 
RANSOMWARE

60% 159%82%

“Whether you’re looking to apply for a permit or find the nearest free meal distribution site, 
confusing and sometimes clunky public apps are the norm. 

But a bad user experience isn’t just inconvenient — it could be the difference between someone 
getting fed or going hungry. This information asymmetry also erodes trust in city hall.” 

- Clay Garner, Deputy Chief of Staff to the Mayor, San Jose

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the pandemic served as a massive catalyst for governments to digitize their operations – significant work remains. Nearly 2/3 of residents experience a problem accessing online government services. And while that’s painful for them, it also hurts government agencies, who take on the cost and resourcing needed to cover heightened customer service requirements.We’ve also learned through our own research that expectations are high – more than 80% of government workers know they need to advance, and more than half of residents expect easy access to government services online. While this is happening, there are more digital threats than ever. In fact, since 2019 there's been an increase of ransomware of 159% in North America alone.And it’s more than just ease if you look at the quote from San Jose. Programs will go underused, and your community members could suffer if government does not continue to evolve – let’s look at some examples of what this looks like on the next slide.https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/jun/14/age-of-the-cyber-attack-us-digital-destabilization
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Granicus Is Transforming Civic Engagement and 
how Government and People Connect

Web Comms Services Mtgs Records

“Engaging”
with comms 

that cover govt 
info and 
services.

“Serving”
the public’s 

needs & 
interests since 

1999.

250M+ 
PEOPLE

Across the U.S. 
and U.K.

500K+ 
GOVIES

Across 4,500 
agencies

Civic Engagement Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who is Granicus? Granicus provides cloud-based civic engagement technologies and services across federal, state, and local markets in the US and UK. Our mission is to transform how residents and governments connect with digital experiences that are intuitive, personalized, and informed by data and best practices.Founded in 1999, our civic engagement platform improves resident and government worker experiences across several capabilities including: website & CMS, digital communications & feedback, online services, agenda and meeting management, and digitization of public records. Sitting at the center of 500,000 government users and a network of 250 million residents, we have a tremendous amount of data on civic engagement best practices, top-performing messages, and best-in-class experiences. We have recently launched [or will soon launch if before 5/31/21] a govCommunity to enable greater sharing of best practices among our more than 500,000 government users.
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Website 
& CMS

Digital Forms 
& Services

Digital 
Communications 

& Feedback

Agenda & 
Meeting 

Management

Permitting, 
Compliance 
& Licensing

Short-Term 
Rental 

Compliance

Disclosure & 
Transparency

Records 
Management

Professional Services Best Practice Sharing 24/7 Support Government Grade Security

Granicus Experience Group: Digital Agency and Consulting Services

RESIDENT EXPERIENCE
✓ Online user-friendly self-

service

✓ Contactless government 
interactions

✓ Automated reminders 
and notifications

✓ Personalized experiences

✓ Virtual public meetings

GOVERNMENT 
EXPERIENCE
✓ Custom data interactions 

managed through a 
single portal

✓ Automation of repetitive, 
manual tasks

✓ Elimination of paper-
based processing

✓ Reductions in overhead

✓ Expanded reach and 
engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Platform digitizes residents’ end-to-end journey with government – as well as many of the back-end workflows and processes that keep government running every day. Agenda & Meeting Management: our capabilities here allow for virtualization and automation of the end-to-end meeting management process from pre-meeting through to publishing the minutes and action items.Website & CMS: we offer custom, user-friendly websites, designed with your residents at the center.Digital Forms & Services: we digitize services such as 311 requests, pet licenses, public records requests, and more – and then we automate the backend workflows to eliminate paper and ensure that residents can always check on the status of their transaction or requestDigital Communications & Feedback: we power direct, digital communications delivered across email, web, and text so you can reach your whole community – customers can promote their content to our existing network of 250M Granicus subscribersMoving to the bottom, we also have products focused on digitization of permits, compliance and licensing; automation and digitization of short-term rental management; and digitization of records and disclosure documents. Our Granicus Experience Group support government across the full breadth of our capabilities; it’s a team comprised of digital experts who know our technology inside and out – they serve as partners to our customers and extensions of their team, helping drive change and build strategy to advance your community’s most critical initiatives. And all of our products come with support from our implementation team, 24/7 support, best practices generated by our 500k government users, and the best security in alignment with NIST standards.



Also Welcoming Bang the Table and OpenCities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And even if you’re familiar with Granicus, you might not know about the big news - We have recently acquired Bang The Table, an engagement solution that captures audience sentiment, feedback, and engagement data to better enable actionable feedback to governments on topics big and small. We’ve also acquired OpenCities which offers a fully integrated, drag-and-drop customer experience platform, helping agencies rapidly digitize, track, and improve every step of their customer journey, all without custom code. �



Purpose-Built for Government 
Enabling Multiple Departments in Engagement & Efficiency

97% 
RETENTION RATE

with best-in-class customer care and 
support teams 

99.95%
UPTIME

Azure Cloud with FedRAMP 
infrastructure

1Petabyte 
LEGISLATIVE FILES 

stored in secure and redundant data 
centers

25%
COST REDUCTION

of building a new service, spend on 
older public service delivery solutions, 

and time spent managing services.

45 
OF THE 50

most populous U.S. cities use Granicus 
tools including New York, Chicago & 

Los Angeles

5,500
ORGANIZATIONS

across the globe use Granicus’ 
solutions every day to improve 

government

206
GRANICUS CLIENTS

across Florida, including Broward 
County, Miami-Dade County, Orange 

County, and St. Johns County  

52%
AVERAGE AUDIENCE GROWTH

for Florida clients through the 
Subscriber Network

50%
REDUCTION IN TIME SPENT

monitoring and managing short-term 
rental compliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, let me share some powerful stats on how we support federal, state, and local government. I’d like to call your attention to a few compelling results we’ve achieve for our customers, which includes 206 customers in Florida alone:Through our govService product, agencies have realized a 25% reduction in cost of building a new service, such as permitting, licensing, 311, as well as a 25% savings compared to legacy older public service delivery solutions, and a 25% reduction in time spent on managing these services – Which is a lot of compounding savings across your county, for something that your residents are asking for already.And in regards to getting those residents to your digitized services, we’ve helped our Florida clients achieve a 52% average audience growth for their communications through our subscriber network.And something that really affects Florida is short-term rental activity – Our Host Compliance software not only helps our clients achieve a 90% compliance rate, which brings in more tax revenue, but it makes managing the process more efficient, by roughly 50%.Outcomes like these result in a 97% retention rate amongst our customers, and our customers also don’t need to worry about scaling, security, or uptime, as we have proven time and time again that we have the infrastructure in place to handle the challenges your county is facing.
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Mandatory, 
Annual Security 
Training for All 
Staff 

Customers 
including 
FEDRAMP and 
NIST  

GDPR and CCPA 
Compliant

Culture of 
Security
Dedicated 
security experts, 
supported with 
best-in-class 
security measures, 
guide our platform 
development, 
support our 
customers, and 
ensure that your 
data remains safe 
and secure.

24/7/365 Resourcing
Security Operations Center with full-time, 
around-the-clock, 100% dedicated 
cybersecurity staff who identify, respond, 
and react to threats in real-time

Security Testing
Continuous vulnerability scanning on all 
assets; multiple penetration and 
assessment tests by our own internal 
security experts and experienced third 
party providers

Secure Development Lifecycle
Security monitoring integrated into each 
phase of the development lifecycle; static 
code analysis to identify and correct flaws 
before any features are released

Secure Controls
Compliance with the highest government 
(NIST) and international (ISO 27001) 
standards including protection such as 
rotating passwords, centralized logging, 
multi-factor authentication, and more

The Only Choice for Government
Secure, reliable, and purpose-built for government

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of security - Security is embedded in everything we do: how we run and onboard our teams, all our technology, and our platform development. [Reference each bullet in bold – but only skim through]I’ll add – we offer mandatory, annual security training for every single employee; FEDRAMP and NIST are customers of OURS, and we are GDPR and CCPA compliant. If you’re considering other providers – please consider this a checklist to vet with them.
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You may be able to get funding for your civic 
engagement investments

Have questions about using 
American Rescue Plan or 
CAREs Act funding for 
improving 
civic engagement?

Contact us to learn more 
about the Granicus Grant 
Support Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And if you’re needing funding for any of the projects we talked about today, it it available. Granicus is proud to partner with the Grants Office, the nation's leading provider in grants intelligence. Through this partnership, for those who want to move forward with requesting funds for technology projects, we offer complimentary sessions with Grants Office experts to help shape your project ideas, and FAQs on how to navigate getting this funding within your own community or state. 
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We're here to help

If you're ready to 
take the next step in 
civic engagement, 

contact us
David Cliff

Enterprise Account 
Executive, Digital

david.cliff@granicus.com

Jean Chavannes
Account Executive, Host 

Compliance
jean.chavannes@granicus.

com

Digitize permits, licenses, and 
more in weeks, not years

Invest now to reduce costs later

Meet and exceed citizen 
expectations

Improve agility in an ever-
changing environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hit on each point and point out how to follow up (including Granicus.com)

mailto:david.cliff@granicus.com
mailto:jean.chavannes@granicus.com
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